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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past decades cities have evolved from concrete-and-steel infrastructures to cyber-physical entities.
At ￿rst, smart cities [194, 201] were considered as as urban bodies leveraging communication technologies to
enable service delivery and electronic data exchanges among citizens. Since then, the smart city vision has
evolved toward a more technology-laden one: numerous mobile devices and Internet of Things (IoT) components
interconnect and serve as key components for human users to interact with digital entities through networked
touch or gesture interfaces and conversational agents. Such ubiquity allows us to consider the smart city as a
single computing system, where sensors and computing units are massively distributed to manage Human-City
Interaction.
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One timely research topic in the smart city vision is facilitating the interaction between the city and its citizens
via Augmented Reality (AR) [1, 10, 194, 195], enabling citizens to access various smart city services conveniently,
e.g. through wearable computers [190]. To this end, wearable AR headsets and smartglasses are enablers for
user interaction with the city-system. These headsets overlay digital contents in the form of windows, icons,
or more complex 3D objects on the top of the physical urban environment [7]. With such headsets citizens
can conveniently interact with various AR applications at their arm length, including transportation carriers,
e-government services, entertainment, commerce in shopping malls, and searching for speci￿c points of interest
such as WiFi services points in AR views [173].
Like any other emerging technology, the initial iterations of AR are subject to performance issues, user
experience and acceptance issues, and raise multiple questions related to interaction design [1, 2]. A multitude of
interfaces and interaction methods have been proposed for user interactions with city-systems (e.g. [5, 6, 8, 9]).
However, the design dimensions of these interfaces and interaction methods have not been systematically
discussed. Therefore, this survey article looks back, with an emphasis on recent years’ developments, and
synthesizes what we know about user interaction design in augmented reality for city-systems and outlines key
challenges for seamless and user interaction in city-system scenarios. We also strive to move beyond the individual
design of user interaction prototypes toward insights on major research opportunities. The contributions of the
article are as follows.
(1) provide a survey of user interaction design research on AR in city-system scenarios,
(2) identify gaps and opportunities in the existing literature,
(3) propose a research agenda for future Human-City Interaction concerning AR user interaction design.
Among our main calls to action in the agenda are issues such as investigating the feasibility of AR interfaces
in a city scale, developing high-speed networking for tiny form-factor user interfaces, and advancing mobile user
interaction methods.
1.1 Methodology and Related Review Articles
This survey article presents ￿ndings of a systematic literature review on augmented reality in urban environments.
We reviewed a sample of 205 articles and primarily focus on works published between 2015 and 2019 (￿ve years,
75.1%), as follows: 2020: 8 (3.9%); 2019: 71 (34.6%); 2018: 34 (16.6%); 2017: 21 (10.2%); 2016: 18 (8.8%); 2015: 10 (4.9%);
2014: 3 (1.5%); 2013: 3 (1.5%); 2012: 8 (3.9%); 2011: 4 (2.0%); 2000 – 2010: 19 (9.3%); 1999 and beforehand – 6 (2.9%).
The 205 sources originate from well-recognised venues of human-computer interaction as well as pervasive
and ubiquitous computing, and are categorized by interaction (input) techniques and interactive technologies
(41.5%), interface design and user experience (44.9%), and others including academic surveys, textbooks and online
mini-surveys (13.7%). Figure 1 details the pro￿le of the cited works in this article.
We found the articles primarily through publication databases such as ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore,
ScienceDirect, and Springer Link, using a list of keywords including augmented reality (AR), smart glasses, user
interaction, mobile augmented reality (MAR), conversational user interfaces (CUI), wearable devices, user interfaces,
head-mounted displays (HMD), user attentions and interruption, user vision, one-handed, same-handed, miniature
design, ring-form devices, user gestures, on-skin input, smart city, urban computing, gaze pointing and selection, text
entry, keyboards, embodied interaction, reality-based interaction, post-WIMP, and combinations of these keywords.
Additionally, the online resources were directly searched through Google search engine. We include papers and
online resources where the user interfaces and interaction methods consider user interaction design in city-wide
level or urban computing, characterized by the user contexts in physical environments, as well as the miniature,
highly mobile and subtle interaction. In contrast, the works on the user interfaces and interaction methods only
for sedentary usages are excluded. We screened through the titles and the keywords of the candidate papers,
and included only full papers, notes, and extended abstracts, while workshops, thesis works, talks, patents and
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Fig. 1. The counts of cited papers that are highly relevant to city-wide user interaction design for AR, sorted by interaction
techniques, interface design and user experience, and others.
technical reports are excluded. When the title and keywords did not give an obvious reason for exclusion, we
read the whole publication to evaluate it for inclusion. This leads to a collection of 205 articles for the review.
Various other surveys further informed the selection of our scope, as follows: Category I (Smart urban en-
tities): smaller-scale interactive environments (e.g. smart homes) and IoT devices [173, 174], human-building
interaction [195], and material engineering for smart interfaces [128, 129]; Category II (Wearable computing):
wearable technologies in general [176], and hardware con￿gurations of smart wearable devices [185]; Category
III (Augmented reality): mobile augmented reality and high speed networking [163], web-based AR infrastruc-
ture [163], gestural interaction with augmented reality smartglasses [1, 178], user experience measurements for
AR tech [177]; and Others: conversational agents on smartphones [116].
The surveys related to smart urban entities (Category I) mainly focus on the technological aspects of building
intelligent and interactive urban environments, at various levels from smart materials and shape-changing
structures, to homes and buildings. The prior works on wearable computing (Category II) primarily describe
the development of wearable computers as well as their corresponding hardware con￿gurations and sensing
technologies. However, the works from categories I and II mostly focus on the technological aspects and lack the
user-centric considerations with the respective technologies, while this survey connects the users through AR
smartglasses (a type of wearable computers) to the smart urban entities. On the other hand, the existing surveys
on augmented reality (Category III) have limited coverage on the user inputs through natural user interfaces
including hand gestures and on-face/on-ear/on-forearm/on-belt/on-shoe inputs, as well as a metric collection for
AR user experiences. In contrast, this survey provides a more comprehensive view of user interaction design with
augmented reality for city-wide interaction, including both interface design and input techniques. The collected
articles related to input techniques not only serve as an update to the latest development of the input techniques
with AR, but also reinforce the trend of mobile user input towards subtle user interactions on minimal interfaces.
This survey delves into city-wide interaction issues with the emerging AR-based approaches. We note that
with the breadth of work done on related ￿elds, this article naturally cannot provide an all-inclusive account of
existing individual articles, but rather focuses on the pivotal areas of state-of-the art Human-City Interaction.
1.2 Preamble: Human-City Interaction
Data analytics through various sensors in the city enables the human-infrastructure-technology interactions
within the urban area across the intersection of reality-virtuality [194]. The new data layer in cities allows for a
multitude of novel applications. For instance, citizens can access information about tra￿c, shops, and construction
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Fig. 2. Human-City Interaction at the intersection of computers, human and urban environment.
works to navigate in the city, or city authorities can assess the status of the infrastructure and quickly react
to critical events (e.g., tra￿c jam, water pipe or electric wire rupture, dysfunction in public amenities). Private
companies may use pedestrian ￿ows to optimize their store or ad campaign placements. Governing entities can
use the aggregate data for policy-making to improve the city’s operation. Smart cities thus demand synergy from
a diverse set of actors and bene￿ts from di￿erent types of data access, ranging from retrospective aggregates to
real-time streams.
In the connected city, augmented reality has potential in providing context-aware interaction capacities to its
dwellers, city workers, private companies, and local governments alike. Figure 2 depicts the relationship between
human (citizens), computers (e.g. wearables such as smartglasses) and the urban environment. Human-City
Interaction stands at the intersection of these three paradigms. Human-City Interaction further extends the
concepts of HCI related to the usability and design space of certain computing devices towards user-centric
interfaces for city-wide systems in a smart city. For the sake of the city-wide interaction and the high level of
user mobility, these wearable computers are further shrunk down to some smaller physical forms with new
materials [128], such as smart rings and e-skin addendum on the user’s body [97]. Instead of employing the
sedentary mouse-and-keyboard duo, the recent advances emphasizes on-body interaction in search of subtle and
convenient input solutions; for instance, barehanded pointing on GUIs using ￿ngertips [3], text entry within the
￿nger space [4] and even inside the miniature ￿ngernail space [5].
This articles starts with the human-related characteristics of Augmented Reality Interfaces, such as the ￿eld of
view and human vision, context-awareness, cognitive abilities, and social factors and interruptions, in Section 2.
Section 3 details the paradigm shift of interaction methods, including key constraints on head-worn computers,
emerging hybrid interfaces, epidermal interfaces, and conversational user interfaces. Accordingly, the user-centric
AR interfaces and interaction methods pave a path towards the discussion of Human-City interaction from
the angles of city-wide interfaces and interaction methods in the smart urban environment. Following these,
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we revisit the ￿eld to lay out a research agenda that will help researchers working on AR and smart cities to
contextualise and focus their e￿orts.
2 AUGMENTED REALITY INTERFACES
In the mobile city-wide urban scenarios, users obtain visual information through the see-thru display on AR
smartglasses. AR paves the way to transform how we interact with the digital entities of the smart city. By
blending the virtual world with the physical worlds, AR enables numerous applications through well-designed
interfaces [175]. Such applications range from government services and in-situ architecture to interaction with
smart IoT devices. Considering city-wide applications, the smartglasses should display the information e￿ectively
at anytime and anywhere, for instance, checking text messages in walking posture or browsing social networking
images during daily commutes. In such circumstances, user motion shakes the smartglasses’ display due to
the unavoidable vibration from walking and commuting, hence impacting readability [12]. Also, users read the
information on the see-thru display with diverse and unpredictable backgrounds. The user’s attention will be
drawn to the surrounding physical objects and virtual objects simultaneously [17]. The information display often
swings between the choices of human central and peripheral vision. If the central vision is occupied by the digital
overlays on the see-thru display, the interaction between the users and the physical surroundings in the city will
be interrupted. Therefore, peripheral vision [7, 16] becomes an alternative to maintain the user multi-tasking
ability [18] in the urban scenarios. Apart from the conventional displays primarily concerning the combination
of font type and size [24], additional dimensions of information display, including environmental e￿ects to the
visual ability [19], background management [187], user mobility [21], the timing of noti￿cation [20], should be
further considered. We classify the issues of AR interfaces into six categories, and Table 1 summarizes the most
recent works.
2.1 Field of View and Human Vision
The Field of View (FOV) of a mobile headset directly determines the size and position of the digital object overlaid
in front of the user sight. Most of the commercially-available AR headsets present a FOV smaller than 60 degree
(Figure 3). Such a FOV is far narrower than the usual FOV of a user with 10/10 vision. For example, Microsoft
Hololens (gen. 1) provides a 30 X 17 degree FOV, implying a 34.5 degree FOV diagonally in the screen ratio of 16:9.
This FOV is similar to a 15 inch diagonal, 16:9 screen located 2 feet away from the user. Other smart glasses such
as DAQRI or Meta 2 present a FOV equivalent to a screen of the size of 1x – 3x a 9.7 inch iPad Pro (240 mm (9.4
in) (h) 169.5 mm (6.67 in)(w)) [162]. In contrast, low-end smartglasses present an even smaller FOV, for instance,
Google Glass has a FOV equivalent to a 25 inch screen from 8 feet away. It can barely accommodate one-sentence
message and noti￿cations. Most apps should thus keep the information simple and design the interfaces wisely.
The huge FOV gap between the smartglasses and the user sight negatively impacts the user’s experience and
deteriorates task performance [7]. Prior works show evidence that restricting a person’s FOV down to less than
50°on head-worn displays can noticeably hurt the user performance [26].
The peripheral visual ￿eld is an important part of the human vision and is useful for daily locomotive activities
such as walking, driving, and sports [29]. Visual cues from the periphery help to detect obstacles, avoid accidents
and ensure proper foot placement while walking. Smartglasses and AR headsets with limited FOVmay exploit such
a property in their interface design as they partially cover the user’s peripheral ￿eld. Apart from leveraging non-
visual cues such as audio and vibrotactile feedback [167], several recent studies [2, 7, 16] employ peripheral vision
to display information a the edge areas inside the smartglasses’ displays to alleviate the issue of limited FOV. [7]
describes a navigation application in which the noti￿cation information appears at the peripheral visual ￿eld. The
authors exploit the high sensitivity of the peripheral visual ￿eld to motion to provide navigational information to
the users without distracting them from their main task. With that concept in mind, they design a simpli￿ed
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Table 1. Issues of AR Interface design.
Issue(s) Purpose(s) of the study
Cognition
(Dual-task)
Studying the e￿ect of content placement to user cognitive loads in dual-task situation [20]
Studying the e￿ect of mobile situations (climbing [36], vehicle [165], unexpected event [38])
in dual-task situation
Studying the e￿ect of content placement to user noticability in dual tasks [27]
Content
Access
Proposing the display foraging theory to optimize content placement under the premise of
limited user attention and read time [161]
An adaptive framework to organise information for small-size display in lean and user-centric
manners [6]
Studying the e￿ectiveness of recommendation systems reducing the cost of interaction (e.g.
# of clicks) [146]
Designing shortcut icons governing by in-context recommendation system on top of the
workbench to reduce task time [149]
Field of View Studying the e￿ect of limited FOV to user task performance [26]
Investigating the feasibility of alternative navigation clues with audio and tactile feedbacks
to reduce visual clutters [167]
Studying the e￿ect of headset occlusion to the user response time to critical situations [126]
Understanding screen sizes on various augmented reality smartglasses [162]
A tool of compensating the lost of FOV by providing an overview window on the remaining
FOV [19]
Human
Vision
The e￿ect of wearable device prism position to peripheral visual functions [29]
Designing text entry approaches relying on peripheral vision [2]
Investigating the position of navigation clues using peripheral vision [7]
Studying the e￿ect of text position and transformation in peripheral vision to reading
e￿ciency [16]
Readability Studying the e￿ect of text style, colour, illuminance to the user readability [49]
Proposing a text presentation method in various mobile scenarions (walking, standing, crowd,
stair) [13]
Proposing background detection approaches to improve the viewability of objects [28] and
text [187]
Studying the e￿ect of VR object sizes to optical illusion [50]
Studying the e￿ect of bar chart presentation to the Ebbinghaus illusion [15]
Studying the e￿ect of font design under sharkness condition to user readability [12]
Comparing the text reading speed and accuracy in two walking paths (with/without obsta-
cles) [18]
Studying the e￿ect of font size and style to readability [24]
Studying the e￿ect of text position and presentation in walking and sitting postures to
readability [21]
Social (Inter-
ruptions)
Investigating the e￿ect of noti￿cation placement to the information noticability and user
intrusiveness [20]
Understanding the bystander perception about the time to interupt the headset users [47]
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Fig. 3. Field of View (FOV) of Human Vision, in which the space between one circle edge to another edge is equal to 10 . E.g.
The 88  FOV of Meta consists of 44 –(le￿) and 44 –(right) from the central vision. The FOV of AR headsets, represented by
squares inwards to outwards: Google Glass (red, 15 ), Espon BT300 (red, 23 ), Hololens (blue, 30 ), DAQRI (blue, 40 ), Atheer
AiR (blue, 50 ), Meta (blue, 88 ); 5 out of 6 have less than 60 degree FOV, which is significantly narrower than the human
vision of 220 ;
navigation application providing three instructions: straight, left, or right. Their experiments under various
backgrounds and in di￿erent lighting conditions show that most users reached their destination successfully
while looking at the screen 50% less than for a traditional navigation application. A prototype of AR contact lens
display [159], although only providing single-pixel visual clue, can leverage the peripheral visual ￿eld for the
above navigation tasks, i.e. four separate pixels in the top, down, left, right position represent the direction. The
activation of one pixel serves as the movement and direction clues. AR contact lens is moving from laboratory
to the market with more pixels and better resolution [160], and we see a blank slate for designing various
applications in the urban environment with AR contact lens and peripheral vision altogether. It is important
to note that bulky spectacle frames (e.g. Microsoft Hololens) occlude the peripheral visual ￿eld, so users lose
awareness in the occluded regions of interest and behave less responsively to critical situations [126]. In contrast,
contact lens get rid of the headset occlusion and open exciting possibilities in the peripheral visual ￿eld.
Besides peripheral vision, the user vision is subject to multiple factors a￿ecting the content readability and
legibility, such as colour coding and illumination [49], size and style [24], shakiness due to body movement [12],
visual discomfort and fatigue [169], and as well as the content placement [21]. Although many information
presentation methods [13] and automatic systems for optimal content placement have been proposed [28], the
existing works primarily limit their studies on evaluating a single factor and put their attentions principally on
the textual contents. Above studies encompassing a bundle of factors are important to the use-cases in urban
environments. In addition, the research studies are also extended to other topics such as visuals and graphics for
data presentation. Considering that the users may interact with smartglasses in city-wide applications, graphics
and charts proactively act as an auxiliary tool for decision-making. Smartglasses users can easily read data charts
in a laboratory or o￿ce environments. However, these charts become di￿cult-to-see under extremely strong
illumination in outdoor or mobile scenarios. The users will also be in￿uenced by the Ebbinghaus illusion [15]
when a bar chart is overlaid on the see-thru screen over a background presenting square-shaped patterns. In
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such a scenario, it is necessary to adjust the chart presentation according to the background for better readability.
However, limited research e￿orts address optical illusions for see-thru displays, such as virtual objects size [50]
and data presentation due to Ebbinghaus illusion [15].
2.2 Context-aware Interface Design
Interaction in AR is a delicate issue. Interface design strategies borrowed from the desktop computer world are
often unpractical. Such concerns become predominant when using AR for a typical desktop/mobile application
such as web browsing. If we consider the smartphone world, it quickly became apparent that websites had to be
adapted to the small screens. Then, to accommodate the increasing number of screen sizes and resolutions with
various pervasive display [161], the development of the multiple versions of the website got incorporated within
the main website’s design work￿ow. M2A framework [6] aims at replicating this process for AR. However, the
speci￿cities of AR force us to ask the following questions: 1) What is the optimal visualization paradigm for AR
websites? 2) What is the optimal interaction paradigm for AR websites? 3) How to practically design a website
for AR? The two ￿rst points are closely interleaved: user interaction is often impractical. On the other hand, the
AR virtual world is 3D, virtually unlimited, and allows to display much more content than a traditional screen.
We can dramatically limit the number of interactions by ￿attening the website’s structure and presenting it at
once in the AR environment. That is, the simpli￿ed information will lower the cost of user interaction, in terms
of click and scroll [146], and lead to more engaging and meaningful interaction in the appropriate contexts [149].
Furthermore, to avoid inputting the URL, we can use the context-awareness of AR to automatically display the
webpage when and where it should be displayed. In M2A [6], the webpage of OpenRice (a popular restaurant
rating website) on top of the restaurant’s facade serves as an example of context-aware interaction with digital
entities in our cities. Users can quickly locate the relevant information in a timely, intuitive and convenient
manner. Regarding the practical implementation of an AR website, the M2A engine automatically extracts the
main elements of a webpage and renders them in AR. M2A also allows web developers to re￿ne the placement of
the AR blocks on top of the physical world.
M2A serves as a fundamental example of reorganizing interfaces from volumetric interfaces designated for
the desktop environment to lean and accurate information suitable for the neighbouring urban situation. The
level of details signi￿cantly impacts the user a￿ordance [188], mainly caused by the high cognitive load within
the small FOV on smartglasses in mobile scenarios. We illustrate an example here. While a long and demanding
(high cognitive load) text appears on the limited FOV display, the users in the wild only need small visual cues
corresponding to the immediate task. One may argue that users can switch to other devices of appropriate capacity
or temporarily suspend the task. However, switching between tasks and devices would impose a su￿ocating
blockade on ubiquitous city-wide interaction. In this sense, the context-aware information display emphasizes
the consideration of the tasks and applications the users are dealing with as well as the user situations. An
optimizedmapping between the task/application nature and the level of information details can bring users prompt
information at the appropriate level of cognitive load. A rule-based and integer-LP optimizer [23] maintains
a context-aware AR interface adapting to the user’s mental workload in one speci￿c tasks or environments.
In a city-wide implementation, the number of AR contents and the related interface designs will require new
capacities that cannot be met by redeploying existing content creators and their manual capacity, and will require
new computational approaches like the aforementioned framework and optimizer.
Context-aware information organisation on the AR smartglasses display is an important part of the problem
but should not be an end in itself. Rather, the wide adoption of new display paradigms will succeed only as far as
they consider the content projected on the surrounding physical objects in the urban environment as well as the
user-body movement. A recent work on design and usage patterns for AR [22] states that the content display
in physical environment is subject to three metrics: user movements, physical surfaces, and the relationship
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between multiple windows. Such metrics imply a mutual consideration among compatibility with real-world
activities, vision-body coordination, and user performance for output overlaid on the blend interfaces of the
digital and physical world. Although the high-end smartglasses (e.g. Microsoft Hololens) can describe the physical
environment through obtaining the spatial mesh data, the speed of scanning such mesh data becomes a bottleneck
and cannot catch up with the user’s walking pace in city-wide interaction. One of the possible solutions resides
in caching the city physical surfaces as re-usable and ready-to-call spatial anchors when the user arrives at a
recognizable location [22].
User interface design serves as a critical factor for better user experience through AR with the smart city. In
summary, the most recent works on AR interfaces become more intelligent and interactive through context-aware
architecture, in which the interfaces with corresponding interaction techniques can signi￿cantly contribute
towards the goal of productivity, e￿ciency, and naturalness of Human-City Interaction. As certain intelligent
interface paradigms and techniques are directly con￿ict to each other, there is a need for a comprehensive
architecture acting as a "mediator." Throughout the above three examples, we illustrate key interface patterns in
which the context-aware interfaces for major AR scenarios should support.
2.3 Cognitive Ability
Besides the context-aware interfaces fueling diverse city-wide applications and services, the user perception to
such interfaces is another important facet of the interaction between human users and our cities. The original
intention of ARwith the see-thru optical display is to blend the virtual and physical environment into an integrated
interface, so that both digital and physical information is perceived by the users simultaneously. Well-known
industrial applications of AR smartglasses include the maintenance of complex machineries such as cars and
aircraft. Instead of reading the instructions on an adjacent mobile device screen, users can receive and process
the digital and physical information in parallel with head-worn displays [37]. However, user attention [144] is a
scarce resource in the AR setting [18]. The digital overlays unavoidably distract the user from the physical world,
causing negative performance, e.g., overlooking details on physical items [39].
Similarly, modern cities can be seen as complex systems through which citizens, workers and authorities alike
may interact using Augmented Reality. Users interacting with the city systems through AR smartglasses deal
with the same type of parallel information as in industrial applications. Considering that the user focuses his
central eye gaze on the smartglasses display at a close focal point, his multi-tasking ability is strongly impacted.
Mishandling user attention will lead to devastating e￿ects to the user performance and even safety [170]. For
instance, a user driving a car on the highway at 150km/h who takes his eyes o￿ the road for one second is
blind for 42 meters. There have been about 5,984 pedestrian tra￿c fatalities in 2017. One of the main causes of
these accidents is the divided attention to mobile devices [40]. Hence, studies on micro-interaction for collision
warning [122] in vehicular interfaces [124] are rising topics in the research community. It is obvious that user
attention is another key metrics in designing the city-wide implementation of AR. It is crucial to take the user’s
cognitive limitations into account, where minimum user attention [40], least interference with the tasks in
physical environments [18] and the aforementioned information overload [2] serve as the high-level design
principles for daily dual-tasks in urban situations.
To the best of our knowledge, a very limited number of existing works are dedicated to the study of user
performance in multi-task situations using smartglasses in a mobile scenario. Users show degraded performance
in both task completion time in the physical environment (primary tasks) and their comprehension of the digital
contents while sitting, walking [20], climbing [36], vehicle driving [165, 170] and even in unexpected events [38].
Rzayev et al. [20] give design clues to the e￿ects of the placement position of the textual digital overlays to the
user cognitive load. Their study re￿ects that the digital overlay at the ‘bottom-center’ is better than the ‘center’
and ‘top-right’ as users feels less distracted and more con￿dent during walking, with the additional bonus of
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reserving the user attention and encouraging then to walk with increased speed. The study of [27] focuses on
image content. It shows that the edge position (‘middle-right’, ‘top-center’, and ‘top-right’), eventually in the
peripheral vision area, are suitable for displaying image contents when the secondary stimuli are less important
than the real-world task. Also, their results re￿ect that the ‘middle-center’ and ‘bottom-center’ positions should be
reserved for dual-task scenarios requiring high noticeability and constant updates on the secondary stimuli shown
on the smartglasses display. Another study [18] introduces walking tasks with obstacles simulating the real-world
interference in urban environments. They further outline design implications such as 1) removal of AR content in
hazardous and time-critical situations in the real world; 2) performance allowance for user information retrieval
in the complicated mobile scenarios through adaptive information display speed; 3) information placement
within or outside the FOV depending on the importance of information as well as the contexts whether it is
user’s related task or unknown usage context. An additional study of information placement among ‘inside
FOV’, ‘on-(user)body’, ‘Floating’, and ‘In-Situ’ (E.g. the nearby walls) evaluates the user perception in terms of
intrusiveness, noticeability, comprehensiveness, and urgency [20].
2.4 Social Factors and Interruptions
Finally, the AR output in the urban environment goes beyond the scope of the tasks itself. User attention can be
interrupted by other users in such a dynamic environment. User Interuptibility is a decade-old problem in the ￿eld
of HCI, and previous works illustrate the cost of interruptions [42] and the user performance degradation [41],
although interruptions are strongly related to teamwork and collaboration in any organization [43]. Among the
existing studies, the cost of interruptions is usually quanti￿ed as the penalties with negative consequences. The
well-established, yet socially acceptable solution, is to perform the interruptions between tasks – the opportune
moment of task switching [44], which minimize the time and cognitive e￿orts from re-focusing on a task [45]
as well as the tolerance to the number of interruptions [46]. Users with AR smartglasses will encounter similar
issues in the urban environment, where surrounding bystanders (e.g. friends and colleagues) may disturb the
user immersed in the tasks interacting with the city systems. Additionally, city-wide use-cases on smartglasses
are very di￿erent from the o￿ce and laboratory setting, implying that isolating oneself from the real world is
impossible [48]. Di￿erent from the smartphones with more discernible timing, smartglasses display is constantly
at a close distance from the user. The necessity of identifying interruption timing will steadily grow in importance
over the longer term. A most recent work [47] proposes several design directions for head-mounted displays,
including 1) Enhancing awareness on Interruption Location; 2) Supporting swift and accurate interruption; 3)
Supporting collaboration by addressing bystanders; 4) Knowing the user’s task in advance; 5) Recognizing clues
through Gestures and Real-world conventions; and 6) Designing non-discernible task switches.
Apart from the solutions relying on social conventions, sensory technology (e.g. computer vision) in the smart
city can decide whether interrupting a smartglasses user occupied with a task through recognizing the body
gesture and head direction [45, 47]. It is obvious that, when the smartglasses become popular mobile devices as
nowadays smartphones, the bystanders can employ the camera embedded on smartglasses to receive the clues
of interruption opportunities [44], with the support of cloud and edge servers working on the computationally
demanding tasks of gesture recognition [10]. With the advancement of mobile technology, the bystanders can
acquire information such as the user’s location and task importance. Exploiting computer vision and mobile
technology enables quicker and more accurate guesses of the interruption timing. Additionally, considering that
interruptions are frequently happening in urban situations [42], the approaches employing peripheral vision can
be a strategy reducing the harms of interruptions to the primary tasks at the central vision [19], and potentially
drive the task forward. Overall speaking, the information organisation and their design studies, under the premise
of employing augmented reality smartglasses display, are still in its infancy stage. And a plenty of research
opportunities exists when the domain moves to the wild for human-city interaction.
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3 INPUT APPROACHES: A PARADIGM SHIFT
Before the mouse was invented for desktop computers, interacting with objects on the screen was clumsy and
indirect [30]. The mouse made interaction with personal computers more user-friendly than ever before and
led to the popularity of personal computers [31]. Similarly, touchscreen technology led to the popular use of
smartphones [32] due to its user-friendly design [33], which enables the users to directly manipulate the objects
on the screen [34]. Wearable head-worn computers such as smartglasses face similar issues as early desktop
computers and smartphones. Their usage is limited because of the bottleneck in user-friendliness. As stated in
Section 2, AR smartglasses are a good candidate to connect users with immersive interfaces to the city-system.
However, without proper input approaches, smartglasses can only act as a one-way display and users have no
e￿ective way to interact with the city-system’s dynamic content shown on the displays’ interface.
3.1 The Constrained Head-worn Computers
The key di￿erences between desktop computers/smartphones and wearable computers are the more constrained
interfaces of head-worn computers.
(A) Constrained hardware con￿guration: Smartglasses present limited computation power and short battery
life, which are not favourable for computationally intensive tasks, for instance, computer-vision-supported hand
gestures for interacting with the icons and menus on smartglasses [151]. Google Glass (low-end smartglasses in
the current market) contains an ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore SMP at 1 GHz and displays 1 – 3 hours of battery life.
This con￿guration is similar to desktop computers in 2000, where Intel Inc. claimed that it was the ￿rst to market
the CPU featuring a 1 GHZ clock speed [51]. Even though the semiconductor manufacturers are able to produce
small yet powerful chipsets for smartglasses, the battery will be used up quickly if intensive computation tasks
are running [185]. Running energy-consuming algorithms on smartglasses will severely hurt the sustainability as
stated by Yann LeCun as the next grand challenge of machine learning [62]. Hence, machine-learning-supported
interaction should not neglect this constraint.
(B) Indirect touch on miniature interfaces: It is more di￿cult to accurately hit small targets on miniature-size
touch interface [60]. Due to this constraint, smartglasses often only serve as an extension to smartphones.
Similarly to smartwatches, their functions are limited to message noti￿cation, bio-metric information collection,
user health status monitoring, as well as location positioning and city navigation [3]. In addition, text entry for
message input on smartglasses is usually restricted to prede￿ned texts and emojis for one-click replies, because
of the size of the interfaces [4].
(C) Physical constraint from mobility: The small interfaces for text entry on nowadays smartglasses have not
thoroughly considered the issues of mobility and social acceptance, on the top of the input easiness [164]. For
instance, the touch interfaces on the frame of Google Glass and the mid-air hand gestures of Microsoft HoloLens
require lifting up the hand to the eye level, which is not only tedious but also draws unwanted attention from
the surroundings. Thumb-to-￿nger interaction [4] can serve as an alternative of unnoticeable and subtle text
entry [52], however, the small-sized ￿nger space can barely accommodate the full QWERTY keyboard with two
hands [53]. Two-handed text entry is not suitable for the mobile situation [61], e.g. holding a shopping bag, and
thus single-handed text entry becomes necessary [5].
3.2 Strategies for Constrained Interfaces
The body-worn wearable computers serve as an extension of our body [55], but the small-sized wearable
computers attached on human bodies poses various constraints (Section 3.1). However, the current design of
interaction techniques for wearable computers is derived from the tangible and spacious desktops interfaces.The
direct adoption of such interfaces on wearable computers makes the user interaction di￿cult and will severely
decrease adoption. For example, the gestural input on Hololens is four times slower than the tangible mouse
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pointing device, with diminishes user satisfaction by more than 50% [179]. O’Sullivan and Igoe [54] depict desktop
computers human users as an alien with only one ￿nger, an eye and two ears, which means that not all the
capabilities of human beings are currently exploited. Perhaps the head-worn devices and the users’ physical
body and cognitive ability can bind together as an integrated entity of input and output, thus resolving the
aforementioned constraints as well as establishing appropriate input capability. Knowing that human users are
very skilful at the physical world using their body [56], the users can become a part of the windows, icons, menus,
and pointers (WIMP) [57].
Originated from the theories of embodiment [58] that focus on how our bodies and active experiences in￿uence
how we perceive, feel and think, embodied interaction [59] advocates that the habits, skills, experiences and
abilities of human being that we already have, should be at the core of designing the interaction interfaces and
techniques. In other words, the users’ physical body and cognitive sense act as a key driver in the experience
of user interaction itself. Head-worn wearable computers and embodied interaction can be viewed holistically
as the coincidence of input and output interfaces. Embodied interaction serves as a design strategy to improve
the input capabilities of the constrained interfaces of head-worn wearable computers. The high-level strategy
is that the wearable computers will adapt to humans through well-designed embodied interaction (Table 2).
Considering that head-worn computers serve as an extension of the human body, enriched with content from
both the blended digital and physical worlds, we advocate the symbiosis of human users and wearable computers,
and push the emerging landscape of head-worn computers towards more usable interfaces as well as bidirectional
devices. By examining the aforementioned three constrained scenarios (see Section 3.1), the optimal interaction
techniques between human users and wearable computers are identi￿ed. These interaction techniques, as listed
below, leverage the advantages of the humans’ physical body, experiences and skills [157] (Figure 4).
Dexterous ￿ngertips [3] can serve as a pointing device for mid-air interaction, and hand gestures are regarded
as user-accepted approaches to drag o￿ce documents in an AR workspace [9]. Second, text entry approaches
leverage the human knowledge and customs such as the alphabetic order [2], the writing stroke orders of roman
alphabets [74], and the familiarity with the QWERTY [5, 76] and alphabetical [83] layouts for gestural typing [64],
to achieve space-saving text entry interfaces in the limited FOV of head-mounted computers (Section 2.1). Third,
users can distinguish the force levels and hence work on text acquisition in dense and cluttered environment [60].
Finally, human thumbs can naturally locate the keypads within the ￿nger space [4, 53, 61] and on the ￿ngertip [5].
More interaction techniques leveraging the theories of embodiment are shown in Table 3. So far we have discussed
the obstacles of interacting with smartglasses, and the strategies of embodied interaction for smartglasses. In the
next several paragraphs, we discuss the most recent research works and summarize the latest trends for the input
interaction design on smartglasses.
3.3 Emerging Hybrid Interfaces
An earlier survey regarding smartglasses input de￿nes four categories for classifying input techniques on
smartglasses [1]. These categories are: on-device interaction [64], on-body interaction [75] [95], hands-free
interaction (e.g. gaze [88] and whole-body gestures [93] [96] for emoji inputs [140]), and freehand interaction
with wearable cameras [86] or sensors inside the closed environment of a vehicle [120], showing very clear
boundaries among the four categories. Nevertheless, as re￿ected in the most recent works, these boundaries
are becoming more blurred. Embodied interaction can serve as a promising strategy to alleviate the highly
constrained environments on AR smartglasses. The incentives of exploiting the resources available on the users
themselves coincidentally drive the most recent input techniques and interfaces to hybrid and multi-modal
approaches. The number of hybrid approaches are very limited, and the studies on hybrid approaches primarily
focus on touch-based interaction and hand gestures [1]. Although hand gestures for manipulating virtual 3D
contents on smartglasses, such as of object rotation and translation by simply rotating the wrist and swiping
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Table 2. Input approaches: Category, Modality, Embodiment Strategy, Purposes.
Reference Category Modality Embodiment Strategy Key Purpose(s) with AR
[83] On-watch Touch-sensitive surface Common knowledge of alphabetical order, i.e. A – Z Text input
[74] On-glasses Touch-sensitive surface Common knowledge of stoke direction of alphabets Text input
[2] On-device Computer vision (Headset) Common knowledge of alphabetical order, i.e. A – Z Text input
[76] On-device Touch-sensitive surface Common knowledge of key positions in a full QWERTY key-
board
Text input
[64] On-device Touch-sensitive surface Common knowledge of key positions in a full QWERTY key-
board
Text input
[151] On-body Computer vision (Headset) Intuitive Hand Gestures mapped to menu projected on the palm
and forearm
AR menu
[90] On-body Capacitive Menus and buttons mapped to the plam and forearm, ￿nger-to-
forearm interaction
AR menu
[65] On-body Nil (Formative study) The coexistence of tactile feedbacks and on-skin devices Designing tactile feedbacks with epider-
mal devices
[140] On-body Computer vision (Headset) Similarity between body gestures and emjois Emjois input
[72] On-body Tactile Alternative user perceptions other than visual and audio loads Feel-through feedbacks on sensitive skin
surface
[98] On-body Tactile Alternative user perceptions other than visual and audio loads Feel-through feedbacks on skin hair
[84] On-body Radar Micro-gestures between ￿ngers of one hand Gesture-to-command
[78] On-body Infrared Thumb-to-￿ngertip microgestures (e.g. circle, triangle, rub, etc.) Gesture-to-command
[86] On-body Computer vision (Wrist-worn) Micro-gestures between ￿ngers of one hand Gesture-to-command
[120] On-body Computer vision Intuitive Hand Gestures for controlling in-vehicle interfaces Gesture-to-command
[171] On-body Computer vision Learning new hand gestures Gesture-to-command
[71] On-body Electrodes and circuits Touch on sensitive and spacious skin surface, accomodating var-
ious gestures
Gesture-to-command
[81] On-body Near-￿eld Communication (NFC) Enabling the spacious skin surface on human body as control
devices
Gesture-to-command
[99] On-body RFID Micro-gestures driven by thumb-to-￿ngertip interaction Gesture-to-command
[91, 92] On-body Electrodes and circuits Touch events between two hands of two people In-city social events by Interpersonal In-
teraction
[69] On-body Fluidic material Alternative user perceptions other than visual and audio loads Information display and noti￿cations
[85] On-body LED lights The spacious skin surface becomes swift and easy-to-reach chan-
nels for noti￿cations
Information display and noti￿cations
[80] On-body Touch-sensitive surface Miniature-size interface on a nail and ￿ngertip-to-nail interac-
tion
Interfaces mapped Press and swipe ges-
tures
[70] On-body Buttons made of con￿gurable mate-
rial
Extended body part with augmented sensing of press, shear and
pinch gestures
Interfaces mapped the gestures
[172] On-body Computer vision Intuitive Hand Gestures mapped to menu projected on the IoT
devices
IoT device interaction (e.g. switch on/o￿
light bulbs)
[75] On-body (Tap-on-skin) Acoustic sound Spacious Forearm for multi-button menu with ￿nger-to-forearm
touches
Multi-button on-skin menus
[53] On-body Touch-sensitive surface Thumb-to-￿nger space interaction of two-handed space Object selection and Text input
[3] On-body Computer vision (Headset) Employing deterous ￿ngertip to direct object manipulations Point-and-select
[147] On-body Electromagnetic ￿eld Employing deterous ￿ngertip to direct object manipulations Point-and-select
[100] On-body IMUs and Computer Vision (Head-
sets)
Employing deterous ￿ngertip to direct object manipulations Point-and-select
[52] On-body IMUs and haptics O￿-hand interaction for natural body posture and social accep-
tane
Point-and-select, scrolling, text entry
[60] On-body Touch-sensitive and Force-
sensitive surface
Thumb-size button on size-constrianed interfaces perhaps lo-
cated on the index ￿nger
Text acquisition
[4] On-body Touch-sensitive and Force-
sensitive surface
Thumb-to-￿nger space interaction of one-handed space, the skill
of force exertion
Text input
[61] On-body Touch-sensitive surface Thumb-to-￿nger space interaction of one-handed space Text input
[5] On-body Touch-sensitive surface Thumb-to-￿ngertip interaction of one-￿nger space Text input
[88] On-body Gaze Gaze focuses on the region of interests, and works on the region
accordingly
Text input
[79] On-body Optical Each ￿nger own an unique meanings on a touch surface Text input
[95] On-body Computer vision (Wrist-worn) Virtual overlays on the spacious forearm driven by ￿nger-to-
forearm touches
Virtual overlays on the forearm
[186] Everyday Objects IMUs and RFID By knowing the adjacent objects, augmented sensing and reserv-
ing visual resources
Activity Recognition with tangible ob-
jects
[9] Everyday Objects Computer vision (Headset) Intuitive Hand Gestures to control on-wall display and o￿ce util-
ity e.g. printers
AR O￿ce workspace
[97] Everyday Objects Arti￿cal skins Skin-alike texture on everyday objects Gestural inputs on touch-sensitive and
moldable surface
[63] Everyday Objects Nil (Formative study) Micro-gestures between ￿ngers of one hand holding a small item Gesture design in mobile scenarios
[133] Everyday Objects (Ultrasonic) Acoustic sound Surface of building infrastructures become sensible to human
touches
Interactions with WIMP on building (e.g.
wall)
[132] Everyday Objects Touch-sensitive surface Gestural inputs on watch devices Manipulate objects on large displays
[137] Everyday Objects Radar By knowing the adjacent objects, augmented sensing and reserv-
ing visual resources
Object recognition
[134] Everyday Objects Infrared Shape and Colour of tangible objects Painting task
[127] Everyday Objects Nil (Formative study) Adaptive, moldable, shape-changing, recon￿gurable objects Post-WIMP UI design on the objects
[145] Everyday Objects Nil (Formative study) Human action cycle with smart tangible objects Smart windows, connecting cards, colour
messaging
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Fig. 4. Constrained Interfaces and examples of embodied strategy: (1) E￿icient algorithms [9]; (2) Imaginary Keyboard-less
interfaces [2]; (3) On-body touch surface [61]; (4) Miniature-size interfaces [5]
the hand, are intuitive, natural [86] and easy-to-learn [171], employing sole hand gestural approaches su￿er
from long dwell times and performance degradation [3] due to the Midas problem [125]. In earlier works on
hybrid approaches, the touch-based interface serves as a swift and responsive switch to distinguish the users’
hand gestures from the deliberate interaction with AR overlays. In contrast, the most recent works on on-body
interactions treat the touch-based interfaces far more than a switch, and the task natures are more diversi￿ed
and complicated.
A nail-mounted gestural input surface enables users to apply press and swipe gestures, i.e., reaching from
one ￿nger tip to the surface on another ￿nger, to interact with objects on mobile devices [80]. In TipText [5],
the user can perform a thumb reach on the index ￿nger, where an ambiguous QWERTY-like keyboard locates
on the miniature touch surface on the ￿rst phalanx of the index ￿nger. Text entry is regarded as a series of
repetitive target acquisition tasks on the keypads inside a keyboard. Leveraging the human skill on thumb-to-
￿nger interaction can ease the error-prone and tedious tasks [4]. Similarly, with FingerT9 [61] the users perform
thumb-based interaction within the ￿nger space in subtle and natural manners, enabling users to achieve text
entry on touch-sensitive buttons inside the ￿nger space. In a gaze-assisted text entry system named GAT [87],
the touch-based controller can signi￿cantly improve the accuracy of pointing-and-selection.
3.3.1 On-body Techniques and Everyday Objects. In this section, we only consider the on-body input techniques
on small-size wearable interfaces because of its high mobility nature for city-wide interaction in the urban
environment. The most fundamental way is to attach sensors in the form factors of buttons [70] and e-skin [72].
For example, DeformWear [70] are button-sized interfaces, attachable on various body locations, that augment
the user’s body with more expressive and precise input capability with pressure, shear and pinch deformations.
Other on-body techniques [70], especially those on arms [90, 100] and ￿ngers [4, 79], reserve the user’s hand
from occupancy at all time. Daily objects are readily available and apparent for being used as input interfaces [86].
Unlike hand-held devices, users can immediately return to the primary task in dual tasks scenarios.
Regarding interaction techniques in AR, barehanded object pointing and selection have long been consid-
ered [152]. However, with solely computer vision-based approaches, accurate and responsive recognition of hand
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gestures is technically di￿cult. For example, points and taps in mid-air require CPU-hungry applications [3]
and hence lead to a signi￿cant latency, hurting the user experience [1]. Instead, IMU-driven [100], optical [79],
acoustic sound [75], Pyroelectric Infrared [78], electromagnetic [147] and capacitive [90] sensing capabilities
are commonly applied to augment the capability of body sensing. In [100], a vision-based system detects the
hand location and an IMU-driven ring device determines the touch event with virtual overlays in AR. Below are
some examples of ￿nger-to-arm interaction. ActiTouch [90] presents two electrodes in the capacitive sensors,
and touch events from a ￿nger of one hand on the forearm of another hand close the RF signal paths in the
circuit. Through a precise on-skin touch segmentation [75], the user can perform taps on the icons and menus
inside the digital overlays projected on the user’s arm. Similarly, on-skin touch can be further applied to inter-
personal touch interactions for social applications[91, 92]. Another emerging stream of on-body interaction is
the single-handed and same-hand interaction within the ￿nger space, characterized by more subtle interaction
than the ￿nger-to-arm interaction. The formative studies on the button positions on the small space of a palm in
2D [119] and 3D [68] and a ￿nger [5] have been conducted. FingerT9 [61] and TipText [5] are examples of input
techniques within a palm and a ￿nger.
On the other hand, the input channels have not been restricted to wearable on-body interfaces. Everyday
objects, such as smart IoT devices [172, 199], and tangible objects, in particular, become another unmissable aspect
of user interaction. Hence, research on interaction techniques with tangible objects in the post-WIMP interaction
era is emerging [130], as tangible objects construct an input-output relationship in our society and computer
systems [145] The most recent input techniques with everyday objects includes micro-gestures interaction by
holding objects [63, 134, 137], interacting with smart objects[132, 133], as well as re-con￿gurable UIs [127].
Furthermore, a user elicitation survey investigates users’ micro-gestures when the user is holding an object of
various sizes and objects such as pestle, marker, needle, A4 paper, credit card, or suitcase [63]. All the object
holding gestures are generalized into the six following object types: Cylindrical, Palmar, Hook, Lateral, Tip,
Spherical, and the gestures are further classi￿ed into On-object, On-body and In-air interaction. In addition, as for
in-vehicle systems [121], researchers design ￿nger micro-gestures while the user’s hands are holding a driving
wheel. Nowaday’s mini-radar such as Google Soli [84], passive infrared sensor [78], RFID and IMUs [186] can
leverage the results of micro-gesture elicitation for gestural design with recognized daily objects [137]. Aside
from micro-gestures with holding objects, the research community uses daily objects as an alternative option
for input devices. UnicrePaint [134] enables users to draw an apple with a real-life apple on a tangible tabletop
interface. Through micro-gestures measured by a smartwatch, users can interact with the increasingly popular
large display on a wall surface [132]. In [133], the building infrastructures are augmented with ultrasonic acoustic
sensing capabilities, and consequently, the building surface becomes sensitive to the user’s press and swipe and
recognizes a number of gestures. Ubii [9] attempts to break the centralized user interface employed on desktop
computers into pieces woven in the domain environment. The users interact with these AR interfaces paired to
the physical objects (e.g. walls and printers in an o￿ce), where physical and digital presentations are matched in
the same context. Finally, 82 con￿gurable objects, including openable lamps, sword-canes, teapots and cups, sand
and clay, etc, were studied and to formulate the corresponding design implications for re-con￿gurable UIs [127].
The results of this study can be further applied to the design of interactive surfaces composed of shape-memory
and adaptive materials, which can be reprogrammed as re-con￿gurable, shape-changing interfaces [129].
3.4 Epidermal Interfaces
Humans have a biological predisposition to form attachments with inanimate objects. The interaction on our
skin surface would enhance user engagement [97], with the following prominent features. First, the interactive
surface is highly available for swift and subtle interaction on various body location [71]. Second, its thin and
conformal form factor [72] results in lightweight, natural, and highly sensitive surfaces. These unique aspects
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open up various research opportunities in the context of HCI considering the highly mobile scenarios in the urban
environment, although this domain signi￿cantly relies on material science [128]. Third, due to the wide range of
feedback clues, skin-based input owns a higher degree of sense of agency than other input alternatives, including
keyboards and voice commands. The sense of agency is de￿ned as the ease of controlling one’s own actions and
their outcomes [156]. Speech interfaces provide auditory and proprioceptive feedback, while keyboards o￿er
auditory, proprioceptive, visual and haptic feedback. On top of such feedback, skin-based input leverages touch
feedback on our bodies [155]. Engineering studies on epidermal devices facilitate the research on skin-based
sensing and interaction design. The design space of on-skin interfaces varies, in terms of the pigmentation,
texture, thickness of the arti￿cial skins [97], topology [69], natural tactile perception [65], body locations, cosmetic
e￿ects [71], artistic factors and social acceptance [81].
The most recent works demonstrate practical use-cases of epidermal devices for augmenting the human skin
surface with the capability of interacting with digital overlays, far more than capacitive buttons for mobile
device interaction [94]. Tacttoo [72] serves as a user feel-through interface in AR supported by tactile feedback,
apart from a large number of studies on the see-through and hear-through interfaces. An alternative approach
of providing tactile feedback is to manipulate the user’s hairs on the skin by varying the magnetic ￿elds [98].
Skintillates [85], mincing the centuries-old tattoos, presents embedded LED displays and strain-sensitive sensing
units, which enable users to get noti￿cations and perform inputs on artistic skin surfaces. The tattoo with LED can
be highly personalized with customized pictures such as dragons, ￿owers, kites, butter￿ies as well as app icons.
The two above examples show that the epidermal devices are getting mature and ready for in-the-wild usage,
although existing epidermal devices share common limitations such as limited lifespan and sustainability [72].
Tactile feedback on the user’s ￿ngertips not only enables swift and responsive interaction with the non-
touchable digital overlays in AR, but also opens the possibility of dealing with daily objects, including pictorial
interfaces on papers and walls. The epidermal devices can be extended to daily objects, robotic arms, and drone.
In [97], an arti￿cial skin attached on daily objects allows users to perform interface control (e.g. touch, pitch, hard
press) and emotional communication to the objects, for instance, slap in anger situations, or ￿nger tapping for
seeking attention. This facilitates emotional communication by enabling users to show implicit expression to the
virtual agent [101], e.g. slapping the arti￿cial skin for communicating the user’s anger to the virtual agents. To
conclude, interaction design on epidermal interfaces is at the nascent period of development and implementation.
Supported by in-depth and well-established studies on the ￿nger interaction techniques [4, 53, 60, 61] and
the corresponding interaction design within the ￿nger space [5, 68, 99, 119], easy-to-care and miniature-size
epidermal interfaces are good candidate for city-wide mobile interaction, under the premise that increasingly
￿exible, robust and scalable material options are available [130], and the battery can sustain day-long scenarios.
For instance, Tip-Tap [99] demonstrates a battery-free technique for two-￿nger interaction between the thumb
and the index ￿nger, in which contactless and unobtrusive radio waves energize two RFID tags attached on the
￿ngers.
3.5 Input Bandwidth
Although hybrid interaction techniques o￿er attractive incentives such as high mobility as well as intuitive and
subtle interaction/interfaces, the key issues of these works are the signi￿cantly lower input bandwidth than
traditional devices (e.g., the mouse and keyboard duo). We justify this statement with the well-de￿ned problem of
text entry that is characterized by a highly consistent evaluation methodology. Text entry involves the repetitive
selection of character keys on the keyboard. The performance of this repetitive selection is evaluated in Words-
Per-Minute (WPM) [66]. As the interfaces shrink and even disappear, the text entry performance considerably
degrades (Figure 5). Normal users with physical keyboards usually achieve 52 WPM, and professional users can
hit up to 100 WPM. A study involving 37,000 participants from 160 countries showed that users tap words at an
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Fig. 5. Input bandwidth across various approaches and interfaces; Eight categories represented by di￿erent colours: Natural
Speech: Blue; Tangible Keyboard: Red; So￿ Keyboard: Black; Hand-held Devices: Dark blue; Interfaces on Forearms: Grey;
Gaze: Yellow; Finger Space: Green; Ring-form Devices: Orange.
average text entry rate of 38 WPM on smartphones, while the most e￿cient typist can achieve 85 WPM [136].
The performance gap in text entry rate is closing as the auto-correction feature saves the user’s time from fewer
strokes on the keyboard.
However, other highly mobile alternative solutions su￿er from much larger performance gaps. We illustrate
this trend in descending performance and shrinking form-size. First, regarding hand-held devices, users perform
thumb interaction on a 4-button layout named H4-Writer on a game controller, achieving almost 20 WPM in
the ￿nal session [82], while users with a television remote reach an average text entry rate of 23.00 WPM [64].
Alternatively, gesture typing [150] and scanning keyboard [181] on touchscreens can achieve 22.3 WPM and
11.0 WPM, respectively. Second, keyboards on smart wristbands and smartwatches enable users to perform
index ￿nger-to-arm interaction on the touchscreen keyboards and makes character inputs on smartglasses [77].
Their modalities vary from wrist movement (9.90 WPM) [66], rotating the bezel areas of the smartwatches (12.25
WPM) [73], e-textile on forearm position (8.11 WPM) [148], as well as tapping on the touchscreens (10.6 [83]
– 11.73 [77]). An optimal layout can further push the speed limit to 19.24 WPM [67]. Third, gaze typing is an
alternative solution for subtle interaction resulting in a text entry rate of 10.15 WPM [88]. Multi-modal gaze
typing systems can signi￿cantly improve the rate. GAT is an hybrid system combining touchpad and eye tracking,
leading to 11.04WPM, 25.31% faster than gaze-only typing. Finally, wearable interfaces include two-handed gloves
(13.0 WPM) [53], one-handed gloves (4.60 WPM [135] – 4.70 WPM [61]) with additional modality (5.12 WPM [4]),
e-skin on ￿ngertips (TipText – 11.90 WPM [5]), the spectacle frame of smartglasses (4.67 WPM [74]) and ring-
form devices with various approaches such as IMU-driven selection (8.80 WPM [180]), two-step touch-and-slide
selection (8.46 WPM [183]), and word gesture typing (14.00 WPM [182]. The exceptionally high performance on
Tiptext [5] is supported by its optimized layout and leverages the highly dexterous index ￿ngers, demonstrating
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the possibilities of sophisticated engineering and well-designed ergonomics can alleviate the performance gap
on the wearable interfaces. Although wearable interfaces display a limited bandwidth, these interfaces are
highly capable of handling target acquisition tasks in an accurate and swift manner, e.g. selecting big items
and interacting with context-aware data at low interaction cost i.e. within several clicks. Nevertheless, we can
leverage the speech-based interface (153 WPM [184]) to ful￿l the needs of high-volume information in speci￿c
use cases (e.g. texting a friend, talking with a drone).
3.6 Conversational User Interface
The technological advancements in natural language processing, far-￿eld microphone, as well as more diversi￿ed
user interfaces (e.g. chatbots [109, 116], robots [143], virtual characters [101, 107] like dogs [166] and tutors [167]),
allowed CUIs to proliferate [104, 116]. The applications are multitudinous including task management [105] and
news delivery [118], micro-task crowd-sourcing [116], video commenting [117], in-vehicle interface controls [123],
elderly care, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) [153], etc. Among these applications, three types of conversational
interfaces frequently appear in the literature [103], which demonstrate a tendency towards multi-modal in-
puts [108], from voice-based commands [131, 153], interactive dialogues in chatroom alike interfaces [108, 116],
to embodied virtual agents [101, 107, 154].
Voice-based commands enable users to naturally interact with the digital contents in AR, for instance, choosing
and manipulating 3D graphics with voice commands [114], indicating the longitudinal (forward and backward),
vertical (upward and downward), lateral (right and left) movements for ￿ying drones [153], and making appoint-
ment in calendar [131]. Although the voice dialogues between the human user and the system pose issues of
ine￿ective information display, hard to review and edit [138] and social acceptance [52], the voice commands are
particularly useful for interaction with AR objects and other smart objects like UAV, as users can obtain instant
feedback from the target objects. However, voice dialogues are usually commented as black-box systems, and
users are unable to make accurate judgements about system capability. As a result, misaligned user expectation
occurs [112]. Users feel more uncertain with more complicated and important tasks without appropriate visual
con￿rmations to voice commands [112].
As voice dialogues are transient, the dialogue with systems can be represented as turn-taking GUIs [113],
like a chatroom. Visual con￿rmation serves as a black-and-white proof and enables users to track and trace
the dialogues [115], building higher robustness and user experience [108]. Nevertheless, the GUIs are not a
silver bullet for better user experience. Indeed, users frequently fall into "guessing" situations [106] due to
the communication obstacles of NLP “misheard” [131]. The growing popularity of virtual reality and AR has
brought new needs for HCI research on conversational user interfaces since it has bought unexplored patterns of
human interactions with computers [101, 107]. Consequently, the CUIs are further evolving to an alternative
form of man-like virtual and intelligent agents from 2D GUIs. In the context of HCI, the most recent studies on
CUIs have investigated the user perceptions and social perspectives, including the agent’s shape and size [154],
personality traits [101], playfulness [110], sense of agency (the experience of controlling one’s own actions
and their outcomes) [155, 156], privacy [111], relationship building with human users [102] trust [139] and
empathy [143]. However, the allocation of the screen content on smartglasses are unresolved in CUIs, that is, what
conversational contents should be present on the limit-size screen real estate on AR smartglasses? Furthermore,
if the virtual and intelligent agents occupy the majority of the screen real estate, how to maintain a reasonable
visual con￿rmation to avoid the pitfalls of transient records appeared in merely voice dialogues? Also, it is crucial
to reserve the screen real estate for the primary working tasks in the physical environment. Displaying all the
dialogues would hinder the user interaction with the physical world.
As mentioned in Section 3.5, there is a huge performance gap between the traditional interfaces and the
miniature-size on-body interfaces. Conversational user interfaces can possibly compensate for the high-volume
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Fig. 6. A Framework of Human-City Interaction from the perspective of HCI; The city-systems o￿er various applications and
no longer limit to the sedentary interactions with desktop computers.
input bandwidth. The input capabilities should achieve higher coverage, and multi-modal inputs are a promising
direction [1]. As for our proposed Human-City Interaction, the low-bandwidth input interfaces should work
complementary with a high-bandwidth input channel. Conversational user interfaces (CUI) are thus a good
candidate natural interfaces. CUIs signi￿cantly occupy the user’s cognitive resource governing the short-term
memory, working memory, recall, and speech capabilities, and thus deteriorates the problem-solving ability
especially for dual-task scenarios, according to the classic model [138]. However, we argue that the availability of
miniature-size interface requiring hand-eye coordination can alleviate the user burdens in the low-bandwidth
case. CUIs are more adapted for high-bandwidth tasks characterized by a high level of user attention [40].
Although we are not yet in a position to o￿er de￿nitive answers to this question, we see a lot of research
opportunities on the design of CUIs driven by the constrained scenarios of mobile AR (e.g. screen real estate [2],
user cognitive loads during dual-tasks [14, 144]) for Human-City Interaction with various objects, i.e. tangible
and embodied interaction [130] and drones and robots [141]. Also, the design of interaction techniques will soon
arrive at the con￿uence between the input channels of the on-body small-size interfaces, CUIs, and their synergy
from multi-modal applications. For example, the augmented sensory capabilities from epidermal and on-body
interfaces can augment the conversation design by knowing the environmental context in the surroundings of
the users. In WorldGaze [191], the conversational agent leverages the smartphone camera to enhance its context
awareness, where the enhanced knowledge of the user’s situation makes more intuitive user interaction with the
conversational interfaces. As shown in Table 3, the design space of CUIs should consider the wider aspects of
networking and AR interfaces. Finally, more attention should be paid to the gap between the laboratory setting
and the real-life usage [110].
4 RESEARCH AGENDA: AUGMENTED REALITY HUMAN-CITY INTERACTION
Throughout our discussion in Sections 2 and 3, we saw that the HCI research community is eager to design
AR interfaces and interaction techniques towards minimal and mobile wearable devices, establishing their
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essentiality in the era of Human-City interaction. On minimal interfaces such as ￿nger-addendum devices,
the usual operations on touchscreen interfaces – including tap, pan, swipe, as well as two-￿nger zoom – can
be substituted by the user’s body movements and subtle gestures. With this knowledge, we have to employ
alternative input modalities (e.g. IMU-induced wrist movements and force-based ￿nger presses) other than
solely touch-based interaction [199], in case some operations require touch interaction areas larger than the
usual size of ￿nger-addendum devices. Smartglasses users in city-wide interaction scenarios require interaction
techniques supporting a high level of mobility. Thus, the existing works on miniature-size interfaces demonstrate
the possibility of highly mobile yet concealed operations on the user’s bodies and daily objects. Such a small area
has a limited capability of ful￿lling the above usual interaction techniques. The collected studies provides us
sound justi￿cations for matching various operations with highly mobile and miniature devices. Nevertheless,
a systematic evaluation of such interaction areas is still missing. It is crucial to systematically quantify the
requirements of interaction areas with the interaction techniques [60].
Miniature interfaces allow the users to precisely point and select the targets in AR, but their prolonged
and repetitive use rapidly leads to user fatigue [1, 60]. Moreover, as mentioned in Section 3.5, we foresee
that such interfaces still present a signi￿cant performance gap with other more traditional interfaces such as
touchscreens and tangible keyboards. We thus require alternative interaction methods for high-volume inputs,
and conversational user interfaces (CUIs) can become a good candidate to work complementary with such
interaction techniques of limited bandwidth. However, we identify improvement areas for more natural CUIs.
First, the conversational agent’s response conversation cannot be interrupted even though the user is not getting
a desired answer in the conversation [114]. Second, the agents only respond to the current questions from a user,
which means the prior questions cannot be considered as a continual conversation [108]. Third, CUIs are less
transparent than GUIs. CUIs act as black-box-like agents, and the users cannot explicitly know the functions and
their maximum extents [105]. The agent can become more natural in the above three areas by leveraging the city
smartness and the corresponding context in the conversation.
On the other hand, the display of AR content on AR headsets, one of the many ubiquitous displays of city-
systems, poses multiple challenges. First, current AR displays su￿er from a limited ￿eld of view, and thus a limited
screen real-estate [2]. Besides, using such hardware can generate a signi￿cant visual[7] and cognitive load [8].
Rather than listing comprehensive yet less-than-necessary information as it is the case on desktop computers,
user interaction should leverage the smart city’s context awareness to organise the information extraction and to
present simpli￿ed interfaces depending on the user context [6]. As AR content is meant to integrate the physical
world, users are often involved in some physical tasks augmented with AR contents. Therefore, the visual [7]
and cognitive loads [8] on the smartglasses, with the likelihood of social interruptions in the user’s surrounding,
should be considered in the AR interface design.
On the basis of the aforementioned motivations, Figure 6 sketches out the complementary roles of miniature
interfaces and CUIs. Such technologies can be brought together e￿ciently by a context-aware framework
leveraging the city-system for user-centric interaction. We have to explore the mutual design space of miniature
interfaces and CUIs under the backbone of such a context-aware framework to derive insightful and practical
design implications for Human-City Interaction through hardware-constrained wearable computers. This context-
aware architecture can further drive multi-modal interaction in which the shift from one modality to another can
be designed by intelligent decision with a high level of context-awareness.
We formulate the above conjecture of multi-modal inputs, and construct our arguments for Human-City
Interaction in the perspective of AR user interaction design, according to the most up-to-date works. We consider
the city as a computational and intelligent system where the di￿erent components are connected with reliable
high-speed networks. As indicated by Figure 6, the computationally-demanding tasks can be o￿oaded to edge
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servers adjacent to the users, while wearable computers operate as interaction tokens between users and city-
systems. In the next section, we bring the augmented reality interfaces, user interaction techniques and the
networking issues together for the city-wide user interaction.
4.1 AR, Interaction and Networks
AR for Human-City Interaction relies on large scale deployment. Applications are not anymore limited to a single
place, but cover the entire city’s landscape. As such, we consider the smart city as a single massive system. The
various components of this system are connected through wireless networks instead of high-speed buses. The
network capability of the system may thus become one of the major bottlenecks. Depending on the internal
structure of the city-system, low network bandwidth or high latency at a single point can considerably degrade
the entire system performance, similarly to how a low-speed hard drive can considerably reduce the perceived
operating speed of a desktop computer.
Regarding interaction, even in basic applications, AR often relies on heavy computations that lightweight
wearables such as smartglasses can barely handle [163]. Image recognition, for instance, requires large databases
of feature points or resource-intensive models that cannot be realistically embedded in constrained headsets [189].
Scaling up to thousands of square kilometres areas will only increase the issue. In the case of smart cities, the
amount of data to interact with is so large that large-scale context-awareness is required for intelligently selecting
the data to display to the user [190]. For instance, connected vehicles may share vision to improve the awareness
of the driver [203, 204]. In such scenario, every unnecessary information will distract the driver instead of
improving his or her awareness of danger. O￿oading computations to remote machines is the generally accepted
response to these problems [10]. When the AR smartglasses maintain a lightweight interface, user interaction
across the network with the city-system will encounter unavoidable latency. The interaction techniques, as basic
as pointing and selecting objects, need to address the issues [158]. Latency in AR is a critical parameter, and
alignment issues between the virtual content and the physical world arise for motion-to-photon latencies as low
as 20ms [11]. Besides, users have variable tolerance to drops in performance depending on the application. For
instance, when streaming videos, users tend to prefer a ￿uid, yet degraded video quality to a choppy high-quality
stream. Immersive interfaces in AR are a particular case of AR applications as they rely heavily on detecting
markers, objects, and context clues from the video feed of the camera to ￿x their position. These interfaces require
timely interaction for seamless user experience, and might degrade quickly with the delay between user input
and the corresponding feedback. A typical example of this phenomenon is text input, where the user performs a
quick succession of repetitive actions over a prolonged period. Even slight variations of the motion-to-photon
latency may destabilize the user and lead to decreased performance with higher error rates. Finally, in our daily
lives, the natural conversation creates the necessity for context-awareness, where users have habits of mapping
‘this’ and ‘that’ to certain objects. Intelligent interfaces also require context-awareness for intuitive operation.
However, a subtle change in context along with network latency may distort the user meaning.
Designing such interfaces requires to strike a balance between computation times, network and computation
latency, and Quality of Experience. In other words, we need to ask which parameters can we a￿ord to degrade
when a sudden change in the network conditions happens without a￿ecting the user’s Quality of Experience. We
realize that there is no one-size-￿ts-all answer to this question. However, it is possible to draw some general
recommendations. In general, it is preferable to lower the quality (polygons, details, texture quality) of the
displayed objects, rather than enabling large motion-to-photon latencies. Similarly, larger latencies in a ￿uid
experience tend to impact the user less than a highly variable or choppy display of the virtual elements. In
case it is not acceptable to degrade the user’s Quality of Experience, for instance, in safety-related applications,
exploiting multiple links and servers can signi￿cantly increase the available resources [202]. Besides these general
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Fig. 7. The four key areas discussed and their high-level issues, acting as a ‘think-aloud’ tool considering multiple issues of
di￿erent areas for new research problems.
guidelines, the design of immersive AR interfaces should follow a holistic approach, in which every parameter is
tailored to the exact requirements and use cases of the interface.
4.2 Research Directions and Opportunities
In this article, we illustrate the conceptual framework of Human-City Interaction from the angles of interfaces
and interaction approaches in the smart urban environment. Figure 7 generalizes the issues of the user interaction
design for city-wide augmented reality. Accordingly, we outline research opportunities by concatenating the four
discussed aspects of networking, outputs, inputs and CUIs, as shown in Table 3. Finally, we depict the research
directions of human-city interaction, as follows.
Mixing Augmented Reality Interfaces with Brick-and-mortar Urban Entities. We have investigated various
concepts and frameworks under the domain of Augmented Reality. We believe that augmented reality (AR) with
a high degree of context-awareness could serve as a window bridging smart cities to the human users. Instead of
constructing 2D UIs on the basis of the traditional WIMP paradigm, the workbench in AR is decentralized into
several AR overlays that are closely relevant to the contexts of the physical world. For example, by binding the
digital interfaces with physical objects together, Ubii achieves a nearby embodiment to a￿ord user awareness to
interact with domain interfaces and objects. The example sheds a light on designing digital contents with the
focus on the reality-based interaction [57] as well as the user interaction with building infrastructure [195] in
our urban environments.
Towards Scalable AR Interfaces. Nowadays, we have created massive amounts of data on the web. Leveraging the
web data can make AR interfaces more relevant and meaningful to the in-use context, i.e. the user’s situations. We
can also transform the web platform into easy-to-use AR interfaces with high scalability for the mass applications
in the smart city. Mobile-to-AR (M2A) [6] works on a user-centric AR web browsing and derive the responsive
design paradigm from mobile web development to the AR context. Under the premise of minimal interfaces,
simpli￿ed yet context-aware interfaces reduce unnecessary options, thus improving the user attention and
cognitive loads. M2A not only exploits the visual context to display more user-interested content but also enables
users to locate relevant information intuitively. Also, developers with M2A need minimal e￿orts into modifying
the existing website into context-aware AR websites.
After managing the AR contents in the user’s interests (i.e. select the right content), the next important issue is
to put the contents at the right place (i.e. place the right content right) on the basis of the citizen behaviours.
Moreover, it is worthwhile to mention that the user behaviors in our cities are changing. It will be almost infeasible
and extremely costly if we manually and constantly update the AR cues according to the changing user behaviour
for every corner of the city. Our smart urban environments are necessary to adapt itself to the user needs and to
provide customized interfaces [201]. The AR cues on smartglasses can become obsolete if they are separated
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Table 3. Core research areas and related research problems to tackle.
Four Areas Sample Research Problems
Networking Output Input CUIs
x x How to compensate for the impact of networking latency to reserve
user cognition loads in dual-task scenarios.
x x What is the user perceptions to the granularity level of 3D objects under
various networking latency (Cloud vs Edge servers)
x x How to alleviate the mistargeting in pointing-and-selection task due to
unavoidable networking latency?
x x What are networking requirements to make satis￿ed user interaction
with various gestural types and interaction techniques?
x x What appearance of the virtual agent can enhance the user tolerance
to degraded performance due to unreliable network?
x x How to handle context-mismatch in the response of CUIs due to high
networking latency?
x x What are the designs of text selection techniques, if the textual content
is located at the peripheral vision?
x x What are the text entry approaches leveraging peripheral vision?
x x What is the font size and text style for chatroom style CUIs in mobile
scenarios? (e.g. walking, stairs, crowds, etc.)
x x How to ￿t the agents and visual con￿rmations into the small-size screen
real estate?
x x What are the temporal models to switch between the on-body input
techniques and the CUIs?
x x Can we leverage the sensors on the on-body input devices to improve
the intelligent of CUIs? (e.g. knowing the environmental context)
from the user behavior. Thus, presenting the AR cues in such dynamic urban environments in highly scalable
manners remains an open question.
Body-centric Interaction for City-wide Augmented Reality. Inspired by the scienti￿c movies likeMinority Report,
some existing hand gestural input systems, such as TiPoint [3] and HIBEY [2], enable users to interact with digital
overlays through hardware-constrained smartglasses naturally. However, we see the de￿ciencies in the sole hand
gestural system, which is more coarse and less responsive than touch-based interfaces [1]. Nevertheless, we intend
to reserve the characteristics of naturalness and intuitiveness with body-centric interaction. We have a strong
belief that our body is the readily available resource to compensate the resource-constrained AR smartglasses.
And we wonder the possibility of employing hybrid approaches of body-centric and touch-based interaction.
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Another more recent work [4] explores the design space of thumb-to-￿nger space interaction in mobile
scenarios and employ sensors augmenting the ￿nger space with touch-sensitive and force-assisted capability.
Users with such a thumb-to-￿nger solution can still apply thumb-based press within the ￿nger space naturally and
achieve swift responses from the sensors. We foresee that on-body sensors leveraging natural body movements
can become promising solutions for interacting with city-systems with high mobility, albeit the gap of input
bandwidth (Figure 5) exists. Additionally, apart from body-centric user interaction with AR digital overlays,
the body-centric approaches can be further extended to the user interaction with daily objects [186] and IoT
objects [199]. One of the prominent features of such approaches is that the users can get rid of carrying numerous
controllers and simultaneously achieve convenient and on-demand user interaction with multiple daily and IoT
objects.
Towards Computational and Iterative HCI Studies. In many of the most recent works, HCI researchers have been
interested in dealing with certain interaction design problems computationally [161, 200]. As AR smartglasses
pose constrained input and output bandwidths, this is particularly crucial to make justi￿cation for the interfaces
and layout design quantitatively. Rather than an opportunistic approach to putting sensors together, the research
community ￿gures out these problems incrementally in the evolving loop of user feedback and computational
models. Before reaching the ￿nal solution, the design space has been investigated in several possibilities after
consulting the user feedback in preliminary tests. HIBEY [2] shows the importance of understanding the users’
position displacement when picking characters in the holographic environment, and afterwards include these
erroneous positions in a probabilistic model supporting the keyboard-less and invisible text entry. Additionally,
we see a similar exploration process again with in a glove project [4]. Before computing the keyboard layouts
within the ￿nger space, their pilot study measures the user performance with force-assisted interaction. In on-
￿nger addendum devices for subtle interaction with AR smartglasses [60] and IoT objects [199], a large amount
of interaction footprint were collected before reaching the ￿nal solutions of AR user interaction techniques.
Nevertheless, the existing approaches of computational and iterative studies need high level of involvements
from researchers. The limited human resource of researchers hardly ful￿lls the growing demands of city-scale
experiments. But very few works considers designing urban interactive technologies driven by the proactive
user’s probes, under the premise that no researcher directly involved in the design process [205].
5 CONCLUSION
With the proliferation of commercial AR headsets, interfaces and interaction techniques will look radically
di￿erent in the upcoming years. Our immersive surroundings in urban areas will evolve to systems more
interactive and alive than ever before. We call for a context-aware interaction paradigm supporting multi-modal
interfaces at a miniature size, accompanied with conversational user interfaces to support such interactive
systems. By surveying the most recent works across AR output (Table 1) and input (Table 2), we hope to have
provided a wider discussion within the HCI community. Through re￿ecting on the key topics we discussed, we
identify the fundamental challenges and research problems (Table 3) to shape the future of AR Interaction at the
city-wide scale (Human-City Interaction).
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